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UKRAINE
In 2012 Ukraine will host the European
Football Championships. This
forthcoming event was seized upon by
corrupt municipality officials during
2009 as an excuse to seek government
funds, citing the topic of stray animals
as a detrimental image for visitors
to the country. Funds released by
the authorities are then siphoned off
by these officials for their own gain.
Exposing this corruption was the main
theme of our work in Ukraine during
the year.
In addition, Kyiv Zoo was rejected
by both the World and European
zoo associations for failing to make
progress in the care of animals. None
of this due to a lack of funds or a
lack of expertise – the tragic reality
for animals in Kyiv is that the funds
disappear into the pockets of corrupt
officials. The same officials control the
Zoo, the dog registration scheme and
stray animal control.

This disgraceful situation is the reason
why progress on animal welfare has
been almost impossible over the past
ten years.
The corruption issue in Kyiv will be the
prime topic for 2010. We are actively
working with like-minded colleagues in
Kyiv to continue exposing the situation
and to demand an end to the plunder
of government funds for the personal
gain of corrupt officials.
The Kyiv Society for the Protection of
Animals (SPA-SOS), remains a peaceful
haven for abandoned and injured
animals with around 900 dogs and
200 cats living at the shelter. During
the year Naturewatch Foundation
launched an appeal for the shelter by
introducing a “sponsor a dog” scheme.
At just £2.50 a month this sponsorship
is a great way of paying for the care of
the animals throughout the year.

LITHUANIA
During the year, the Lithuanian Society for
the Protection of Animals (LGGD) continued
as the lead animal welfare organisation,
offering advice & guidance to local societies
as well as maintaining a strong relationship
with both the Ministry of Environment and
the State Veterinary Service.
The treatment of companion animals
used as guard dogs is below acceptable
welfare standards in Lithuania. In order
to address this issue local municipalities
received presentations on a proposed
new dog registration scheme, which will
be developed with the aim of it becoming
law in 2010. This will have a major and
immediate impact on raising welfare
standards as well as raising valuable funds
to assist local shelters, and will promote
educational materials on the care and
welfare of domestic animals.
Issues such as travelling circuses, stray
animal control and wildlife topics were
promoted during the year via very strong
media attention. As always LGGD monitors
all aspects of animal welfare breaches
in Lithuania and can quickly tackle these
problems by highlighting any shortcomings
in existing laws which are then presented to
the relevant authorities.

CHINA
Throughout 2009 Naturewatch continued to support its three welfare groups in China, whilst also
putting a lot more focus on lobbying the Chinese authorities to introduce animal protection laws.
Keen to help and get involved, thousands of our supporters world-wide were quick to put pen to
paper and write to Madame Fu Ying (Ambassador of the People’s Republic of China to the UK) with
their concerns regarding the lack of animal protection laws in China. Shortly after we received a
letter from a Counsellor of the Chinese Embassy trying in vain to sugar-coat the truth.
Earlier in the year, Naturewatch funded a week long veterinary training programme in Shenzhen,
which was attended by local vets and nurses who offer low-cost vet services to Shenzhen Cats one of the Chinese groups we support. They provided advanced training in a range of veterinary
procedures and duties, with a strong focus on animal welfare and the benefits of neutering.
To keep up to date, please visit the China campaign’s independent website - www.naturewatch.eu

HOUSE OF COMMONS
ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS
Throughout 2009 Naturewatch lobbied hard for MPs
to do more to promote hi-tech methods of research
replacing the use of animals. MP Briefings were sent
urging the government to provide substantial financial
commitment to the valuable work of the National
Centre for the 3Rs (NC3Rs). This message was reinforced
by the tremendous support of Naturewatch supporters,
who wrote to their local MPs urging them to sign Early
Day Motion 545. At the end of July, we were delighted
to hear that funding to the NC3Rs had nearly doubled!
In addition to funding, the participation of the pharmaceutical industry is equally
important in promoting non-animal methods. Early in 2009 Naturewatch highlighted
five high earning pharmaceutical companies that weren’t participating in the European
Partnership for Animal Alternatives (EPAA). Through our online campaign “Industry
–failing the 3Rs” letters were sent to each urging them to do more to support non-animal
research. Since then, we are pleased to say Boehringer Ingelheim and Schering Plough
have now joined the EPAA.
Whilst 2009 held good news for rabbits due to the replacement of the Draize eye
sensitivity test, the Home Office figures released in 2009 confirmed the number of
animals used in scientific procedures increased for the seventh successive year to over 3.5
million animals. Needless to say there is still much more to be done, but as 2009 shows
with your help, together we can influence things for the better.
We are delighted to say that 2009 ended on a high note for us and for Cheltenham’s
MP, Martin Horwood. In recognition of the consistent support Martin has provided to
Naturewatch campaigns over the years, Naturewatch nominated him for the prestigious
Dods Animal Welfare Champion Award. We are pleased to announce that in December,
Martin Horwood MP was declared Animal Welfare Champion 2009!

Early Day Motion 545 received
the tremendous support of 268
MPs, making it the sixth most
highly supported EDM out of
the 2,421 that were tabled in
the 2009 parliamentary session!
Heartfelt thanks to everyone
who wrote to their MP, your help
undoubtedly encouraged MPs to
support this motion.
EDM 545 highlighted increases
in animal experiments over
the past 10 years, while urging
government to do more to
promote hi-tech non-animal
methods. These include tissue
engineering, bio-chips and
computer modelling that each
offer real hope of humane
scientific research. Tabled by
Martin Horwood MP on behalf
of Naturewatch, it received the
backing of co-sponsors from
across the political spectrum and
the support of high profile figures
such as Charles Kennedy, Oliver
Letwin and Anne Widdecombe.

To learn more, visit www.naturewatch.org/Campaigns/Anex/Index.asp
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460 events, 78 countries and 52 ambassadors world-wide
We are delighted to report that, once again, participation in World Animal Day has
continued to grow. The number of WAD events increased by 100% from last year with
events of all kinds and sizes held in at least 78 countries around the globe.
Many Event Reports have been published on www.worldanimalday.org.uk. Simply click
on the links from the home page, and don’t forget to view the fabulous image galleries! Yet
another bumper crop of press coverage has arrived from all corners of the globe, including a wealth
of YouTube offerings and hundreds of Blogs. All this has helped considerably to get World Animal Day well & truly ‘OUT THERE’!
We now have Ambassadors in 52 countries – all of whom are highly motivated, passionate about animals and their welfare, and
are sincerely committed to encouraging support for the World Animal Day initiative. Our Ambassadors have helped tremendously
in achieving our goal to unite the animal welfare movement throughout the world, embracing all animals and the unique concerns
of each, in every country. Increased awareness of animal issues cannot fail to eventually lead the way to improved standards of
welfare throughout the globe. And what an achievement that will be!
The World Animal Day initiative is something that animal lovers everywhere can get involved in one way or another. Be inspired to
get involved in World Animal Day 2010 and visit www.worldanimalday.org.uk
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